Fort Drum
Potential CIS Footprint

Old Notional Site Layout

Layout has changed since the 2014 public scoping meeting, as planning efforts have matured and site conditions have been better defined.

Adjustments and considerations include:

- Two sites combined into one due to constraints of wetlands and available usable land.
- Requires closure of State Route 3A.
- Consolidation of four Interceptor fields to three. No longer primary and future expansion areas.
- Tightening up the layout and reducing keep out zones.
- Avoidance of wetlands and significant topography changes as much as possible.
- Facility consolidation with separate facility areas eliminated.
- CIS Footprint contains:
  - Inside zone area – Fenced in region cleared of vegetation that would require lighting
  - Outer area (“Keep Out Zone”) – Region with vegetation and no lighting but marked with signs